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ABSTRACT
To systematically collect evidence and to structure a given area in 
software engineering (SE), Systematic Literature Reviews (SLR) 
and Systematic Mapping (SM) studies have become common. 
Data extraction is one of the main phases (activities) when 
conducting an SM or an SLR, whose objective is to extract 
required data from the primary studies and to accurately record 
the information researchers need to answer the questions of the 
SM/SLR study. Based on experience in a large number of 
SM/SLR studies, we and many other researchers have found the 
data extraction in SLRs to be time consuming and error-prone, 
thus raising the real need for heuristics and guidelines for 
effective and efficient data extraction in these studies, especially 
to be learnt by junior and young researchers. As a ‘guideline’ 
paper, this paper contributes a synthesized list of challenges 
usually faced during SLRs’ data extraction phase and the 
corresponding solutions (guidelines). For our synthesis, we 
consider two data sources: (1) the pool of 16 SLR studies in which 
the authors have been involved in, as well as (2) a review of 
challenges and guidelines in the existing literature. Our 
experience in utilizing the presented guidelines in the near past 
have helped our junior colleagues to conduct data extractions 
more effectively and efficiently. 

CCS Concepts
General and reference → Document types → Surveys and 
overviews. General and reference → Cross-computing tools and 
techniques → Empirical studies. 

Keywords
Systematic mapping studies; systematic literature reviews; SM; 
SLR; research methodology; data extraction; empirical software 
engineering. 

INTRODUCTION 
Systematic Literature Reviews (SLR) and Systematic Mapping 
(SM) studies have become common in software engineering (SE) 

to systematically collect evidence and to structure a given 
research area, respectively. Many SLRs and SMs appear regularly 
in various SE venues (journals and conferences) each year [1, 3]. 

Conducting an SM or an SLR study includes different phases and 
activities, one of which is the data extraction activity. The 
objective of this activity is to extract required data from the 
primary studies and to accurately record the information 
researchers need to answer the questions of a given SM/SLR 
study. 

There are several useful guideline papers and experience reports 
for conducting various phases of SM and SLR studies in SE, e.g., 
[1, 2, 4-14]. However, even by utilizing such guidelines, 
according to previous studies and experience reports, e.g., [5, 11], 
and also based on the authors’ experience in conducting more than 
ten SM/SLR studies recently, e.g., [9, 15-25], effective and 
efficient data extraction, especially by junior researchers (e.g., 
graduate students) are quite challenging. For example, according 
to a survey conducted in a study [26] which investigated the 
educational value of SM studies, the respondents (a group of 
students) reported “undertaking a mapping study to be a valuable 
experience providing both reusable research skills and a good 
overview of a research topic”, however they expressed that 
“classifying the literature was difficult”. 

Furthermore, in a 2007 ‘lessons-learnt’ paper [5] on applying the 
SLR process within the SE domain, Brereton et al. reported that: 
“The extraction of required data using standardized data 
recording forms appears to work well once reviewers have gained 
some experience of doing this and appreciate that it is a time 
consuming and skilled activity.” On a similar note, Lavallee et al. 
[4, 5, 13] reported that: "According to qualitative feedback from 
the reviewers, this step is the most time-consuming activity of the 
process [systematic reviews]". 

Based on the above discussions, we can see that many researchers 
have found the data extraction in SLRs to be time consuming and 
error-prone. Thus, there is a real need for heuristics and guidelines 
for effective and efficient data extraction in these studies, 
especially to be learnt by junior and young researchers. 
Effectiveness in this context means quality of data extraction, i.e., 
whether the right information and all the necessary information 
have been extracted from the studies. Efficiency means how fast 
(efficient) data extraction is conducted. To enable junior and 
young researchers to effectively and efficiently read SE primary 
studies and extract data (both quantitative and qualitative) in SM 
and SLR studies, senior researchers should educate them to be 
better readers (of primary studies), extract data efficiently without 
risking quality (i.e., committing error in data extraction, e.g., for 
contribution and research facets in SM’s).  

SM studies, which are designed to give an overview of a topic 
area and counting contributions in relation to the categories of that 
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classification [1], can be considered as a sub-type (or an initial 
step) of SLR studies. Therefore, in the remainder of this paper, we 
only use the SLR terminology which denotes both SLR and SM 
studies. However, in cases when we want to make distinctions 
between the two, we use the two terms separately. 

By being a ‘guideline’ paper, similar to [1, 10, 12, 28], the main 
contributions of this paper are a synthesized list of challenges 
usually faced during SLRs’ data extraction phase and the 
corresponding solutions (guidelines), synthesized from two 
sources: (1) the pool of 16 SLR studies in which the authors have 
been involved in, (2) a review of challenges and guidelines in the 
existing literature. 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. A review of 
the related work is presented in Section 2. We describe the study 
goal and research methodology in Section 3. As the core of the 
paper, Section 4 presents the challenges impeding data extraction 
and guidelines to address them. Section 5 summarizes the findings 
and discusses the lessons learned. Finally, in Section 6, we draw 
conclusions, and suggest areas for further research. 

2.  BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 
This section provides background on the SLR process and the 
importance of the data extraction phase and discusses related 
work on guidelines for and experiences in SLR studies in SE as 
well as on selective reading and reading comprehension. 

2.1 Different phases of SLR studies and 
importance of the data extraction phase 
To better understand the rest of this paper and importance of the 
data extraction phase in SLR’s, we present in Table 1 the typical 
process for SLR studies (adopted from [5]) which includes three 
phases and six activities. Few simplifications have been made, 
e.g., [5] presented the activity pair ‘Write review report’ and 
‘Validate review report’, and ‘Develop review protocol’ and 
‘Validate review protocol’ as separate activities, but we have 
merged them as they are closely related. Also an activity in this 
process can have several sub-steps (sub-activities), e.g., the 
activity ‘Identify and select relevant primary studies’ includes 
sub-activities such as: Conduct searches in paper databases, and 
Apply inclusion/exclusion criteria.  

Table 1- Typical phases and activities of SLR studies (adopted 
and simplified from [5]) 

Phase Activities in each phase 
Phase 1: Plan 
review 

1. Specify research questions 
2. Develop and validate review protocol 

Phase 2: Conduct 
review 

3. Identify and select relevant primary studies 
4. Extract required data 
5. Classify (for SM's)/ synthesize data (for SLR's) 

Phase 3: Report 6. Write the resulting paper(s) 

Extracting required data is an activity under Phase 2 (conduct 
review) which feeds the next activity: classifying (mapping) the 
primary studies (in the case of SM's) and/or data synthesis (in the 
case of SLR's). It goes without saying that the quality of an SLR 
clearly depends on the quality of the data and the effectiveness of 
the data extraction activity in extracting such data.  

On the other hand, one could imagine the high level of effort 
taken by the data extraction activity. Although, no quantitative 
data have been reported in the literature, but there are qualitative 
highlights on the effort-intensive nature of this very important 
activity in the existing experience reports, e.g., [5, 13, 26], and 
also based on the authors’ experience in conducting more than ten 
SM/SLR studies recently, e.g., [15-25]. For example, authors in 
[5] reported that “The extraction of required data using 

standardized data recording forms is … a time consuming and 
skilled activity”. The experience paper in [13] reported that: 
“According to qualitative feedback from the reviewers, this step is 
the most time-consuming activity of the process”. A survey which 
investigated the educational value of SM studies [26] reported 
that: “classifying the literature was difficult”. 

Furthermore, according to [13, 32], two main qualities of SLR’s 
are completeness and repeatability. By reviewing the process in 
Table 1, we can see that all the activities impact these two quality 
aspects, while the influence of the data extraction activity is 
perhaps more paramount. If we the reviewers (data extractors) do 
not conduct a ‘complete’ job in extracting all the required data, or 
if missing/wrong information are extracted, both of the quality 
aspects will be negatively impacted. 

2.2 Guidelines for and experiences in SLR 
studies in SE  
As the related work, we searched for experience papers and 
guidelines for SM and SLR studies in SE. Table 2 shows the list 
of papers that we found [1, 2, 4-14] (sorted by publication year). 
We can see the earliest guideline was published in 2007. One 
metric to assess the popularity (impact) of these guidelines is via 
their citation numbers, which we extracted from Google Scholar 
on December 28, 2016 and show in Table 2. 

Table 2- Existing literature on experiences in and guidelines 
for SLR studies in SE (sorted by publication year) 

Ref. Year Topic of experience/ guidelines paper # of 
citations* 

[2] 2004 Procedures for performing SLRs (an earlier 
version of [4], almost the same contents) 

1,934 

[4] 2007 Guidelines for performing SLR in SE 2,302 
[5] 2007 Lessons from applying the SLRs process 

within the SE domain 
715 

[6] 2007 Experiences using SLR guidelines 160 
[14] 2007 Systematic review of statistical process 

control: an experience report 
12 

[7] 2008 SM studies in SE (initial guidelines for SM 
studies) 

803 

[8] 2010 Experiences conducting SLRs from novices' 
perspective 

32 

[9] 2011 Research synthesis in software engineering: a 
tertiary study 

145 

[10] 2011 Guidelines for identifying relevant studies in 
SE 

117 

[11] 2013 A tertiary study on experiences of conducting 
SLRs in SE 

10 

[12] 2014 Guidelines for snowballing in SLR and a 
replication in SE 

129 

[13] 2014 Performing SLRs with novices: an iterative 
approach 

10 

[1] 2015 Guidelines for conducting SM Studies in SE-
An Update (to [7]) 

53 

[33] 2016 Experience-based guidelines for pragmatic 
design of literature studies 

0 

*: as of December. 28, 2016 

The 2004 guidelines by Kitchenham [2] seem to be the first paper 
in terms of timeline. Titled as “Procedures for performing SLRs”, 
it is an earlier version of the 2007 guidelines [4], and it has almost 
the same material, which we discuss next. According to the 
citation numbers in Table 2 (even considering the bias of 
publication years), the 2007 guidelines for performing SLR 
studies in [4] seems, by far the most, to be the most popular 
guidelines in this area. Section 6.4 of [4] is on ‘Data Extraction’. 
The guidelines recommend careful preparation of data extraction 
forms. In terms of the actual extraction, it says: “Whenever 
feasible, data extraction should be performed independently by 
two or more researchers. Data from the researchers must be 
compared and disagreements resolved either by consensus among 



 

 

researchers or arbitration by an additional independent 
researcher”. It further goes to recommend that, for junior 
researchers such as PhD students, other checking techniques must 
be utilized. 

Brereton et al. reported their lessons learned from applying the 
SLR process in SE [5]. They identified two issues of importance 
during data extraction: (1) Having one reader act as data extractor 
and one act as data checker may be helpful when there is a large 
number of papers to review, and (2) Review team members must 
make sure they understand the protocol and the data extraction 
process. They further stated that, in one of their SM studies: 
“Mapping is similar to data extraction in that it is done for each 
study by entering details into a form”.  

The study [6] reported the authors’ experiences using SLR 
guidelines in which they critically reviewed several published 
guidelines for performing SLRs. The authors recommend to other 
researchers to clearly and narrowly define research questions, 
which will in turn help to improve the data extraction phase.  

The work in [7] is seen as a the first set of guidelines for SM 
studies in SE. The study reported that the data extraction impacts 
the evolution of classification scheme, such as adding new 
categories or merging and splitting existing categories. In this 
step, the authors of [7] said they used an Excel table to document 
the data extraction process. The table contained each category of 
the classification scheme. When the reviewers entered the data of 
a paper into the scheme, they provided a short rationale why the 
paper should be in a certain category (for example, why the paper 
applied evaluation research). Again, the guidelines did not provide 
any concrete hands-on suggestions for more effective and efficient 
data extraction. 

The work in [8] reports on experiences conducting SLRs from the 
perspective of novices. With regard to data extraction, novices 
report problems while conducting the SLR that “Some of the data 
related to the research questions was not found in the studies”, 
and “Sometimes studies did not discuss/report findings/ 
methodology clearly or explicitly”. As strategies to overcome 
these problems, the followings were suggested: “The fields for 
unanswered bit were left blank”, “Only what was mentioned in the 
paper was used, instead of making any assumptions”, and “A 
review meeting was conducted to validate the data extracted”.  

Authors in [9] provide a tertiary study to assess the types and 
methods of research synthesis in SLRs. Although the paper is on 
synthesis of data, which is performed after data extraction, it 
advocates the usage of peer reviews in data extraction and the 
usage of data extraction forms in form of a closed-ended 
questionnaire.  

Authors in [10] present an approach to identify relevant studies in 
SLRs. Based on systematically studied limitations of ad-hoc 
search strategies, the authors provide a systematic search strategy 
which incorporates the concept of ‘quasi-gold standard’.  

Authors in [11] present a tertiary study on experiences of 
conducting SLRs in SE. The study includes 116 studies which 
implicitly or explicitly reported their experiences in the SLR 
itself. Findings from the study highlight that data extraction is one 
of the most challenging phases when performing an SLR.  

In [12], Wohlin provides guidelines for snowballing in SLR, 
which refers to using the reference list of a paper or the citations 
to the paper to identify additional papers.  

Authors in [13] present an iterative approach for conducting 
systematic reviews that addresses the problems faced by reviewers 

who are novices in understanding the review process and/or the 
knowledge domain.  

Authors in [1] update guidelines presented in [3] for conducting 
SM studies in SE by analyzing how the systematic mapping 
process is actually conducted. Regarding data extraction, two 
alternatives have been identified. First, more than one researcher 
is involved and the additional researcher may either check the 
outcome or conduct all data extractions independently from the 
first reviewer and if needed a consensus meeting is held. 
Secondly, the objectivity of the criteria is assessed based on a 
pilot set of articles and/or post-extraction. It was reported that the 
first strategy is more common. For data classification, general and 
topic dependent classification schemes are distinguished. 

Finally, authors in a recent 2016 paper [33] present experience-
based guidelines for the pragmatic design of literature studies in 
software engineering. The guidelines focus on the data collection 
and study selection process, but pay little attention to the data 
extraction and analysis. 

2.3 Reported challenges and guidelines related 
to the ‘data extraction’ phase  
To understand the reported challenges and guidelines related to 
the ‘data extraction’ phase in the previous work, we conducted a 
review on the above experience and guideline papers, synthesized 
the reported challenges and guidelines related to the data 
extraction phase of SLR’s, and report a short summary in Table 3. 
Overall, six of the papers report challenges related to data 
extraction and three of them respective guidelines to address 
them. There are also very recent advanced techniques using 
machine-assisted reading methods [34] to reduce SLR efforts.  

Table 3- A summary of challenges and guidelines related to 
the ‘data extraction’ phase from the related work. 

Ref. Challenges 
Guidelines* 

PR PI DE SH
[2] Chance of researcher bias  x x  

[5] 
Reviewers not understanding data extraction 
requirements, low knowledge of research 
and research methods

x x x x 

[8] 

Very time consuming. Difficulties in 
finalizing the data extraction form in terms 
of what data items to include so that they 
effectively answer the RQs. Some of the 
data related to the research questions was 
not found in the studies. Sometimes studies 
did not discuss/report findings/methodology 
clearly or explicitly. Data extraction forms 
are revised in the data extraction step 

    

[11] 
High challenge related to other phases. Need 
for high experience. Synonyms and 
alternative terms in primary studies 

    

[13] 

The most time-consuming activity of the 
process. Different in extractors' style: some 
extractions tend to be too succinct, and 
others too verbose

    

[1] 

Evaluation of data extraction is hard. 
Creation of topic-specific classification 
schemes. Granularity of research questions 
to drive data extraction. The need for 
calculation of agreement measures 

x x x x 

*: PR: Conduct peer reviews. PI: Pilot the extraction phase. DE: Setup and improve 
data extraction form. SH: Share the work 

3. GOAL, RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND 
METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Goal and research questions 
The goal of this study is to identify the challenges in data 
extraction during SLR studies, and then to synthesize and present 



 

 

a set of empirical heuristics and guidelines for high-quality data 
extraction, with the aim of helping new/junior researchers (e.g., 
graduate students) in conducting SLR studies in SE more 
effectively (i.e., whether the right information and all the 
necessary information have been extracted from the studies) and 
efficiently (i.e., how fast data extraction is conducted). Based on 
the above goal, we raise the following research questions (RQs): 

• RQ 1-Challenges: What are the challenges during data 
extraction in SLR studies? 

• RQ 2-Guidelines: How can effectiveness and efficiency of 
data extraction be improved (to address the challenges 
identified in RQ 1)?  

3.2 Research methodology and objects under 
study 
To address the research goal and the two RQs, we take two types 
of inputs: (1) as the main input, we selected a pool of 16 SLR 
studies [15-25] and our experience in conducting them as objects 
of study, (2) we use the categorized and synthesized list of 
challenges and guidelines in the existing literature (as reported in 
Section 2.2). 

The pool of SM/SLR studies and their resulting papers that we 
chose as objects under study in this work are listed in Table 4. It 
shows for each study in the pool the execution time period, the 
topic, the number of primary studies as well as the number of 
involved senior and junior researchers. We define senior and 
junior researchers as follows. A senior researcher in this context is 
a researcher who has a PhD degree in SE, and has conducted a 
minimum of one SM/SLR in the past. Junior researchers are 
‘novices’ in both domain and also their research skill levels [8, 
13] and are usually those early in MSc or PhD studies. 

Table 4- Objects under study: pool of SLR studies 

Ref. Time Topic # of primary 
studies 

# of  
Researchers 

(senior/  
junior) 

[15] 2011 UML books 208 1/0 

[16] 
2011 
-12 

Graphical user interface 
(GUI) testing 

136 2/2 

[17] 2012 UML performance 
engineering 

90 2/1 

[18] 2012 Software documentation 69 2/4 

[19] 
2011 
-12 Web application testing 79 3/1 

[20] 2013 Web application testing 95 2/1 

[21] 2013 Development of scientific 
software 

130 3/1 

[22] 2013 Software test-code 
engineering 

60 2/1 

Under 
review  

2014 
-15 

When and what to 
automate in software 

testing 
78 2/0 

Under 
review 

2014-
15 

Industry-academia 
collaborations in SE 33 3/0 

In 
progress 

2015- Test-code smells 183 1/1 

Under 
review 2015- 

Test maturity and test 
process improvement 181 2/1 

Under 
review 

2015-
16 

Testing embedded 
software 

299 2/2 

[23] 2013 
Model-based integration 

testing 
83 1/1 

[24] 2013-
14 

Security regression testing 18 2/0 

[25] 
2013-

14 
Model-based security 

testing 119 1/2 

In all SM/SLR studies of this pool at least one of the two authors 
has been involved with other senior or junior colleagues. For 

example, [16] was a SM study on Graphical user interface (GUI) 
testing in which 2 senior (Associate Professors) and 2 junior 
researchers (PhD students) were involved. Note that to ensure we 
would gather our experience, we could only choose our studies, 
and not those by other researchers. To minimize the selection bias, 
we selected this quite large set of SM/SLR studies with different 
team formation mixes (number of senior or junior researchers), 
different domains, and different time frames. Furthermore, there 
are studies in which all researchers are senior, e.g., the SLR on 
‘when and what to automate in software testing’. 

3.3 Synthesis method 
For both RQs, our data extraction process yielded a large set of 
qualitative data for each of the above aspects. Based on a review 
of the qualitative data analysis literature to identify the most 
suitable method, the qualitative data analysis method we chose for 
our context was ‘coding’ of the aspects in two abstraction levels, 
i.e., open codes and axial codes [35].  

Coding (a method based on grounded theory) is a widely-used 
approach in qualitative data analysis in social sciences. Glaser 
[36] described substantive (open) coding as a way to “generate an 
emergent set of categories and their properties which fit, work and 
are relevant for integrating into a theory”. Strauss and Corbin [37] 
defined open coding as “the process of breaking down, 
examining, comparing, conceptualizing, and categorizing data”. 
Focusing on the qualitative SE literature, we reviewed several 
highly-cited papers and also a good guideline [9, 38, 39]. Our 
synthesis method of choice related to coding was ‘thematic 
analysis’, which we utilized in our extraction and synthesis 
process. 

For the synthesis of data, we used the ‘case survey’ [40] and the 
thematic synthesis [9] approaches. We used the case survey 
method to collect data (challenges in data extraction) about each 
case. Note that although our SM/SLR studies [15-25] did not 
explicitly report our challenges in conducting the data extraction 
phase, the two authors had a clear memory of the experience and 
the associated challenges which we logged and then analyzed 
theme by theme, using thematic analysis, e.g., by categorizing and 
clustering the challenges. 

4. CHALLENGES AND GUIDELINES  
Based on the synthesis method that we discussed above, we 
extracted the challenges and factors impacting data extraction in 
each of the SLRs listed in Table 4 and synthesized them into 
several groups (categories), as shown in Table 5. These challenges 
are the summary of what the authors have experienced in 
conducting SLR studies in the past several years (as listed in 
Table 4), in working with more than 10 collaborators with various 
levels of knowledge and experience. Guidelines to address each 
challenge have also been extracted systematically and are shown 
in Table 5. 

We should not forget that the general challenge most researchers 
are dealing with when conducting SLRs is the large amount of 
time spent on data extraction. Actually, most of the challenges 
that we have synthesized in Table 4 relate to this general 
challenge, and the guidelines, that we report in this paper, all aim 
at tackling that general challenge and to achieve effective and 
efficient data extraction (‘efficient’ here denotes reducing the 
amount of time spent on data extraction). 

We discuss each category of challenges next, e.g., addressing the 
research questions RQ 1 and RQ 2 of this study. It should be 
mentioned that we have noticed that there are inter-factor and 



 

 

cause-effect relationships among the challenges, i.e., a given 
challenge can lead to other consequences. For instance, a poorly-
designed classification scheme can lead to data extraction 
becoming challenging, error-prone, and non-deterministic (fuzzy). 
Also, we should note that, as shown in Table 5, some challenges 
are generic and, therefore, known and addressed in the general 
literature of SM/SLR studies (e.g., we should use high-quality 
extraction forms). However, some other challenges are particular 
or specific of a given research team (conducting SM/SLR studies) 
and not really a challenge related to the data extraction process 
(e.g., low familiarity with research methods in SE). We have 
observed both types of challenges and believe that both should be 
dealt with to ensure high-quality outcomes from a SM/SLR and an 
efficient process for its execution. 

4.1 Issues related to previous SLR phases and 
activities  
A very important challenge that we identified under this category 
was the low quality of data extraction forms, review protocols, 
and classification schemes. For example, in several of our SLR 
studies, we have seen that the SM classification schemes could 
have ambiguity, and overlap (duplication) of attributes. Only by 
peer review and piloting of the data extraction phase, we were 
able to detect such issues as soon as possible and prevent time 
waste and challenges down the road in the extraction phase. We 
also utilized the following techniques to derive the list of 
categories for each attribute: attribute generalization, clustering 

and aggregation. If there were same choices under “Other” with 
more than five instances, we grouped them to create new 
categories. For SMs, the systematic map shall be made in a way to 
ensure that attributes and categories are disjoint and properly 
partitioned. For example, Table 6 shows the systematic map 
developed, using this approach, in a recent SM study on software 
test-code engineering (STCE) [22]. Having such well-developed 
systematic maps will ease the data extraction phase.  

As another important guideline, if possible, senior and 
experienced researchers should review early drafts of systematic 
maps, e.g., in an ongoing course entitled “Research methods in 
SE” [41] offered by the first author in Hacettepe University in 
Turkey, students do, as their course project, a SM on a SE topic 
of their choice and the senior researcher (the first author) conducts 
peer review of their early work drafts. For example, the draft 
systematic map developed for the subject of software refactoring, 
developed by a team of two MSc students, in this course before 
and after evaluation by the senior researcher are shown in Table 7 
and Table 8. The increase in the quality of the systematic map is 
clearly noticeable. 

Table 6-Systematic map developed in a recent SM [22] 
RQ Attribute/Aspect Categories  

1, 3, 
5 

Contribution type {Method (technique), tool, metric, model, process, 
empirical (case) study, other} 

2, 3 Research type {Solution proposal, validation research, evaluation 
research, experience studies, philosophical studies, 
opinion studies, other} 

Table 5- Challenges and guidelines (heuristics) for effective and efficient data extraction 

Categories 
Challenges Guidelines to address challenges 

Code Description Also 
in 

Code Description Also 
in 

Issues related to previous 
SLR phases and activities C1 

Issues in and low quality data extraction forms, review protocols,  
and classification schemes, e.g., ambiguity, overlap (duplication) 
of attributes 

 
G1 

Develop high-quality non-ambiguous extraction 
forms and classification schemes based on 
guidelines 

[1, 2] 

G2 Have senior and experienced researchers carefully 
review early versions of those artifacts 

 

Reading and 
comprehension skills 

C2 
Poor reading styles: Researcher reading an entire given primary 
study from beginning to end, not knowing exactly what to ‘look 
for’ 

 G3 
Conduct selective (opportunistic) reading and 
reading comprehension (based on the activity 
diagram in Figure 1) 

 

C3 
Papers written poorly, i.e., poor quality of papers which would 
include factors such as readability, organization and not reporting 
enough information  

 G4 There is not much researchers involved in the SLR 
can do regarding this particular challenge 

 

Data recording, logging and 
traceability  

C4 
Using offline spreadsheet files, e.g., in Excel, leads to various 
problems: low efficiency in extraction process, data integrity 
problems (e.g., overwriting) 

 G5 Set up online shared repositories, e.g., on Google 
Drive 

 

C5 
Low or no traceability of extracted data to primary studies which 
would hurt efficiency of peer review and the repeatability of the 
study 

 G6 
Ensure traceability of extracted data to primary 
studies using simple mechanism such as 
comments in each cell of the spreadsheet 

 

Peer review 

C6 Peer review is effort intensive   G7 Exercise effective and efficient (lean) peer review  

C7 Team members not taking peer review seriously  G8 Organize peer review meetings early in the 
process to show the need for peer review  

C8 Chance of researcher bias in data collection [2] G9 Conduct peer reviewing [1, 2] 

Management and human 
factors 

C9 Low team synergy  
G10 Ensure teaming up with researchers among whom 

there is a good level of synergy 
 

G11 Hold regular meetings  

C10 Language barrier, i.e., junior researchers who are non-native 
English speakers having poor command of English 

 G12 Conduct a piloting phase to ensure and junior 
researchers improve their English skills 

[1, 2, 
4] 

Knowledge of domain and 
SE  

C11 Low familiarity with the subject area (e.g., web testing [19, 20]), 
steep learning curve, and/or low knowledge in SE 

 G13 Provide background literature on the specific 
subject area and/or SE  

 

Knowledge of research and 
research methods in SE C12 Low familiarity with research and research methods in SE  G14 

Initial courses on research methods in SE [27] and 
evidence-based software engineering [29]   

Knowledge of and 
experience in SLR’s, and 
their process 

 
C13 

Low familiarity with SLR’s and their process and lack of 
experience in conducting SLR’s 

[11] 

G15 
Extract in iterations to effectively pass the 
‘learning curve’ (Practice makes perfect)  

G16 
Ensure having a mix of senior and junior 
researchers in the team to ensure balance of 
experience 

 

C14 
SLR studies are more challenging than the SM ones, due to need 
for qualitative coding and synthesis. Junior researchers are usually 
unexperienced in qualitative coding and synthesis. 

 
G17 Conduct pilot phases for qualitative coding and 

synthesis  

G18 Review concrete examples of qualitative coding 
and synthesis, e.g., [30, 31] 

 



 

 

4, 5 Type of software test-code 
engineering (STCE) 

approach 

{Development of test code, quality assessment, quality 
improvement, co-maintenance with production code, 
repair (a sub-type of co-maintenance), other} 

6 Targets of quality assessment {Looking for test smells, quality/adequateness of test 
oracle (assertion), other type of QA} 

7 Test level {Unit, integration, GUI/system, other} 

8 Test framework/tool used {JUnit, other xUnit, TTCN, other} 

Table 7-Draft systematic map developed for the subject of 
software refactoring by two MSc students in the research 
methods course (BEFORE evaluation by the professor) 

Research Questions Possible Types 
How many papers present 
refactoring methods / techniques, 
refactoring tools? 

{Refactoring tool, refactoring technique/method, 
other} 

What type of research methods 
are used in papers in this area? 

{Solution proposal, validation, research, evaluation 
research, experience papers, philosophical papers, 
opinion papers, others} 

What type(s) of refactoring 
methods are presented in the 
papers? 

{encapsulate field, extract class / method, 
decompose conditional, replace magic number, hide 
method, move method, move unused method / 
field, replace parameter with explicit method, split 
temporary variable, rename method} 

What type(s) of refactoring tools 
are presented in the papers? 
Which ones of them are currently 
using in industry? 

Name: string  

What are existing tactics for 
Software refactoring? How can 
they be classified? 

Floss refactoring. root canal refactoring, 

What type of improvement target 
are used in papers in this area? 

{Usability, maintainability, understanbility, 
performance, finding bugs} 

Which challenges for refactoring 
have been denied? / What types 
of refactoring problems are in 
this area? 

{Database, changing interfaces, design changes that 
are difficult to refactor...} 

How many manual versus Semi-
automated refactoring 
approaches have been proposed? 

{Manuel, semi-automated} 

What are the classification of 
refactoring by programming 
language focus?  

{Java, C,C#, Erlang, Prolog…..} 

What type of refactoring 
framework have been used? 

{Code refactoring, model refactoring, process 
refactoring } 

What is relationship (if any) 
between refactoring and design 
patterns? 

String 

What is relationship (if any) 
between refactoring and Software 
metrics? 

String 

What type of bad smell in code 
have been identified?  

Duplicated code, long method, large class, long 
parameter list, divergent change, shotgun surgery, 
others 

Table 8-Systematic map for the subject of software 
refactoring AFTER evaluation by the professor 

Research Questions Possible types 
What are the types of 
contribution? How many studies 
present methods, techniques, 
tools, models, metrics, or 
processes? 

{Refactoring tool, refactoring technique/method, 
other} 

What type of research methods 
are used in papers? 

{Solution proposal, validation, research, 
evaluation research, experience papers, 
philosophical papers, opinion papers, others} 

What motivations (reasons, 
benefits) have been reported for 
refactoring? 

Increase internal quality, helping to find bugs, 
helping to program faster, etc. 

What type(s) of refactoring 
methods are presented in the 
papers? 

{encapsulate field, extract class / method, 
decompose conditional, replace magic number, 
hide method, move method, move unused 
method / field, replace parameter with explicit 
method, split temporary variable, rename 
method} 

What types of refactoring 
activities have been conducted? 

Identify refactoring location, determine 
refactoring(s) to apply, guarantee refactoring 
preserves behavior, apply the refactoring, assess 
the effect of refactoring on quality, maintain 
consistency 

What quality attributes have 
been the improvement target of 
refactoring methods? 

{Usability, maintainability, understanbility, 
performance, finding bugs} 

What types of tools have been 
used/developed in the area? Are 
those tools freely available for 
download? 

Used tool name....... Proposed tool name....... 
Availability :{Freely Available for 
Download(Open Source), Commercial(Need 
price for download),Other } 

What are the programming 
language in the context of 
refactoring?  

{Java, C,C#, Erlang, Prolog…..} 

Which type of software artifacts 
have been refactored? 

{Code refactoring, model refactoring, process 
refactoring} 

What type of code smells the 
refactoring has targeted? 

Duplicated code, long method, large class, long 
parameter list, divergent change, shotgun 
surgery, others 

Which challenges for refactoring 
have been identified? What types 
of refactoring problems are in 
this area? 

{Databases, changing interfaces, design changes 
that are difficult to refactor...} 

What are the attributes of 
Systems Under Analysis (SUA)? 

Number of software system(s) in the paper 
Type of software system(s)={Academic 
Experimental/Simple code examples, Real open-
source, Industrial} 
LOC of system(s) 
SUT domain =mobile apps, web apps, generic 

4.2 Reading and comprehension skills 
The two challenges in this category are C2 (Poor reading styles: 
researcher reading an entire given primary study from beginning 
to end, not knowing exactly what to ‘look for’) and C3 (Papers 
written poorly, i.e., poor quality of papers which includes factors 
such as readability, organization and not reporting enough 
information). To address C2, we recommend to (junior) 
researchers to conduct selective (opportunistic) reading and to 
employ step-wise reading (only reading the parts of primary 
studies which are needed), based on systematic techniques such as 
layered-reading [42]. In terms of C3, there is not much researchers 
involved in the SLR can do. 

Throughout our experience in multiple SLRs, we have come to 
develop an efficient reading approach for data extraction as shown 
in Figure 1, which we have asked our junior researchers 
colleagues in our recent ongoing SLRs to learn early and follow in 
the SLR process. 

 
Figure 1-Process for efficient data extraction 

We should note that we are not suggesting to quickly and 
‘carelessly’ read a primary study. A central issue in performing 
SLRs is finding and analyzing empirical evidence and this usually 
needs a deep understanding of the methodology and approach in a 



 

 

given primary study. However, in SM studies, the goal is usually 
to only map (or ‘classify’) primary studies and we have found 
that, usually, a quick scan makes this possible. Thus, we should 
note that our guideline in this context shall be used with care. 

The efficient data extraction process starts with a full 
understanding of categories of the systematic map since the 
extractor shall only read the parts of the papers to meet the need 
of answering those categories only (in a greedy manner). 
Although paper abstracts are short, usually they have a lot of 
information to fill in the extraction needs (categories). When 
conducting each phase, the extractor should fill as much data as 
possible into the map. After each phase, the following question is 
asked: Have all the categories in the map been filled? Only, if 
there are more fields to fill, reading and extraction continue. After 
the abstract, we have found that the introduction sections are good 
sources for information. 

Only if the fields are fully filled after scanning the abstract and 
introduction, a ‘selective’ scan of the body shall be conducted. For 
efficient reading, we have frequently utilized the guidelines for 
selective reading, and better (more effective and efficient) reading 
comprehension from the social sciences literature. We have found 
three specific methods useful in this context: (1) layered-reading 
[42], (2) selective-opportunistic reading [43], and (3) Survey, 
Question, Read, Recite and Reflect (SQ3R) [44]. An excerpt of 
how to apply layered-reading [42] when reading a book is shown 
in Table 9, which can easily be adopted for reading a technical 
paper. We have been applying the three steps (overview, preview, 
read) when reading and extracting data from papers.  

Table 9-Layered-reading approach, applied for reading a book 
(adopted from [42]) 

Overview: Look over the entire book at the rate of 1 second per page to determine its 
organization, structure and tone. Try to finish the overview in 5 minutes. 

Preview: Should you decide to read further, preview the first chapter at the rate of 4 
seconds per page. Pay particular attention to beginnings and endings such as the 
introduction and conclusion, and the first sentences of paragraphs and sections. Mark 
key sections with Post-it tabs or a yellow marker. 

Read: If any part of the chapter warrants closer attention, go back and read it at 
whatever speed seems appropriate. 
As another technique, we have been using the Survey, Question, 
Read, Recite and Reflect (SQ3R) reading comprehension method 
which was introduced by Francis Robinson in his 1946 book 
‘Effective Study’[44]. The ‘survey’ step is similar to the 
‘overview’ step of layered-reading, as discussed above. In the 
‘question’ step, to fill in the systematic map, we ask questions 
such as: (1) What is the contribution of the given paper?, and (2) 
What type of research method has been used in the paper? 

Last but not the least in this context, there are also formal papers, 
e.g., [45, 46], or online sources (e.g., on researchers’ websites [47, 
48]) on “How to read a research paper" which are usually 
provided for the benefit of graduate students and junior 
researchers to be able to effectively and efficiently read papers. 
We recommend that junior researchers intending to take a part in 
SLR teams to review these sources. 

4.3 Data recording, logging and traceability 
For data recording logistics, we have utilized the online Google 
Spreadsheet toolset which is quite powerful, especially for 
teamwork. This has enabled us to work in parallel, live and also 
prevented us from emailing Excel files during the work. As 
another aspect, to justify why a given mapping was done for a 
given primary study, in most of our past SLRs, we incorporated as 
much explicit “traceability” links between our mapping and the 
primary studies as possible.  

For example, in a recently-finished SLR on “industry-academia 
collaborations in SE”, we ensured high traceability by explicit 
color-coding inside the paper PDF file, and also by placing 
comments inside the cells of the online repository, as shown in 
Figure 2. Such a color-coding scheme especially helped us in the 
peer review process by ensuring easy locating of the phrases. 

 
 

 

 
Figure 2- Ensuring full traceability by color-coding of the 

phrases in the primary studies according to our RQs and also 
in the online spreadsheet. The example primary study is [49]. 

4.4 Peer review 
As discussed in Section 2, existing guidelines and experience 
reports have highlighted the importance of peer reviewing to 
ensure high quality of data extracted from primary studies 
(denoting the effectiveness aspects). 

As the example snapshot in Figure 3 shows, we have regularly 
utilized the Google Spreadsheet toolset to conduct peer reviewing. 
This enables performing peer reviews in parallel to reduce effort 
for each participant. If the number of identified studies is rather 
small as in our systematic review on security regression testing 
[24], where data from 18 studies was extracted by two senior 
researchers, we performed the peer review by explaining all 
studies as well as the extracted data to each other. The peer review 
was performed interactively for each study by asking questions 
and browsing the paper while it was explained by the other 
researcher. This kind of peer review could be conducted rather 
fast and also optimized knowledge transfer between the two 
involved senior researchers. Later it increased the efficiency of 
joint paper writing. 

We have received feedback from our peers that peer review is 
often effort intensive. To do this, we have orchestrated efficient 
(lean) peer review in which a partial random set of papers is 
chosen for peer review. Also, we have seen that sometimes, some 
(junior) team members may not take peer reviews seriously. In 
those cases, we have organized peer review meetings early in the 
process to show the need for and benefits of peer reviewing. In 
geographically distributed teams, it turned out that the real-time 



 

 

collaboration support of Google spreadsheet is very helpful to 
foster discussions and to resolve peer review conflicts in online 
peer review meetings. This makes decisions made during peer 
reviews very transparent and additionally motivated junior team 
members to perform peer reviews seriously. 

 
Figure 3- Utilizing Google Spreadsheet toolset to conduct peer 

reviewing 

4.5 Management and human factors 
In terms of management and human factors, we have observed 
two main challenges: low team synergy, and language barrier, i.e., 
junior researchers who are non-native English speakers having 
poor command of English. For the first challenge, one of the 
authors was involved in an SLR recently with low team synergy 
(due to having different research ‘styles’) and the researchers had 
to stop the SLR work in early phases and a major restructuring 
was done to proceed with the SLR. The obvious guideline for this 
challenge is to ensure teaming up with researchers among whom 
there is a good level of synergy in terms of research ‘style’ and 
interest. For this purpose, it also helps to clarify goals and 
timelines at the beginning, especially if the SLR is part of a thesis 
project. Active involvement of a senior researcher can further 
increase the interest of juniors and also their identification with 
the topic of the SLR, which may additionally improve team 
synergy. 

In terms of language barrier, while language improvement is not 
trivial in most of the cases and cannot be done quickly, we have 
found that it is beneficial to conduct a piloting phase to help junior 
researchers improve their English skills. 

4.6 Knowledge of domain and SE  
In many cases, most of the SLR RQs require (deep) knowledge of 
the specific SE domain under focus in the SLR. For example, let 
us recall the example in Table 8 in which a systematic map for 
software refactoring was developed and used by two MSc 
students to extract information from papers. Most often, the 
(junior) students unfortunately lack the expertise in specific SE 
domain of the SLR and, thus, this leads to low quality in the 
extracted data. We have found that it is important to train (junior) 
researchers in the specific domain before starting the data 
extraction, or one would expect a high ratio of incorrect data 
extractions in peer reviewing phase and the follow-up needed 
corrections. If there is no actual course available to train students, 
it is at least recommended to provide them with background 
literature on the specific SE domain of interest. To foster learning 
and to increase expertise of junior researchers in a specific 

domain, a first concrete task for them could be to create a 
taxonomy or mind map of the relevant aspects of a domain. 

4.7 Knowledge of research and research 
methods in SE 
Apart from technical knowledge of a given SLR’s domain (e.g., 
software refactoring or model-based testing), knowledge of 
research and research methods in SE is other necessary 
background that a researcher needs to have to ensure high quality 
data extraction. Such knowledge is important for example for the 
two regular research questions raised in SLRs: (1) What are the 
types of contribution? How many studies present methods, 
techniques, tools, models, metrics, or processes?, and (2) What 
type of research methods are used in papers? We have again seen 
how junior researchers get challenged on these and similar issues 
when starting to extract data.  

To increase the knowledge of research and research methods in 
SE, the first author has been offering a graduate course on 
“Research methods in SE” [41] for a few years. The junior 
researchers working with him have been enrolled in this course 
and the knowledge they gain in those courses have been beneficial 
to increase their research and research methods skills in SE, and 
thus helpful in conducting SLRs. In any case, it is recommended 
to provide well-founded categorizations for types of contributions 
and research methods (for instance, as provided in [1]) as well as 
clear definitions for the different categories in the extraction 
forms. 

4.8 Knowledge of and experience in SLRs, and 
their process 
Last but not the least, “practice makes perfect”. Knowledge of 
and experience in conducting SLRs and their process help 
researchers to be better and more effective and efficient in all SLR 
phases, including data extraction. We have seen that, as we have 
conducted more SLRs, we can conduct the new SLRs with higher 
quality in less time. In particular, SLR data extraction can be 
performed in iterations (also preferably including the pilot phase) 
to effectively pass the ‘learning curve’ and to guarantee 
homogeneous extraction quality over all studies. Furthermore, 
having a mix of senior and junior researchers in a team as well as 
peer reviews (see Section 4.4) help to balance experience and to 
transfer knowledge among team members.  

SLR studies are typically more challenging than SM ones, due to 
the need for qualitative coding and synthesis. Junior researchers 
are normally unexperienced in qualitative coding and synthesis. 
To overcome, this problem, again providing knowledge of 
research methods (in this case on qualitative analysis), conducting 
pilot phases for qualitative coding and synthesis, as well as 
reviewing concrete examples of qualitative coding and synthesis 
may help. 

4.9 Quantitative metrics denoting efficiency 
We have recently started to measure quantitative metrics on 
efficiency of data extraction. Figure 4 shows the extraction time 
(in minutes) for each primary study for an ongoing SLR on testing 
embedded software, as recorded by three researchers: two junior 
and one senior, i.e., one of the authors of this paper. Two 
exponential trend lines have also been added. Note that the X-axis 
denotes the sequential order of papers in the given researcher’s 
assigned paper pool. Furthermore, note that, in the referred SLR, 
one paper was assigned to one researcher only for data extraction. 
Although the observations are only initial, we can clearly see that 



 

 

the two junior researchers have spent more time for data 
extraction than the senior researcher. Further, we see that by more 
experience (extracting more papers), both junior researchers are 
slowly becoming more efficient. In discussing this with the latter 
researcher, it became evident that s/he is a detailed reader, trying 
to be a perfectionist. After several discussions, s/he also started to 
become more efficient in data extraction. 

 
Figure 4- Extraction time (in minutes) for an ongoing SLR 

on testing embedded software. 

5. EXPERIENCE IN UTILIZING THE 
GUIDELINES  
To evaluate the usefulness of the guidelines, the authors have 
advised their graduate students (junior researchers) who plan to 
conduct SM/SLRs to read and apply the guidelines in their 
studies. Overall, from a qualitative standpoint, our experiences in 
utilizing the presented guidelines in the near past have helped our 
junior colleagues to conduct data extractions more effectively and 
efficiently. To assess the benefits more systematically, we asked 
five of our students involved in several of the ongoing and recent 
SLRs (in the pool of Table 4) to fill out a rubric as shown in Table 
10. The following 5-point Likert scale was used for all three 
questions: FD (fully disagree), D (disagree), N (neutral), A 
(agree), and FA (fully agree). As we can see in Table 10, the group 
of five graduate students either agreed or “fully” agreed that the 
guidelines helped them to be more effective and efficient in data 
extraction. Also they all fully agreed that new students or junior 
researchers should review these guidelines before starting 
SM/SLRs. 

Table 10-Results of a brief survey on the guidelines 
Questions Average of the 

opinion votes 
Q1-The guidelines helped me be more effective in 
data extraction (extracting the right data) 

3 FA, 2 A 

Q2-The guidelines helped me be more efficient in 
data extraction (extracting the data faster) 

3 FA, 2 A 

Q3-I think new students / junior researchers should 
review these guidelines before starting SM/SLRs 

5 FA 

 

When evaluating each of the three questions in Table 10, students 
were asked to also provide explanations and justifications. Here 
are some of student comments in quotes:  

• “Almost all guidelines help to extract the right data. But, 
especially peer reviews almost ensure that. Guidelines 
helped me to where to look for, which makes the data 
extraction pretty fast. In my opinion, data extraction is the 
most important phase in SM process. So, students who are 
inexperienced on how to do SM/SLRs should and will 

definitely get benefits from these guidelines for this phase 
like I did.” 

• “Especially the figure 1 related to conducting selective 
reading is helpful. At the beginning, I was feeling 
unsatisfactory even though I could fill much of the attributes 
by just scanning the abstract because of not looking to the 
whole paper. So, I was among the ones who were reading the 
whole text line by line to just find keywords to fill the map. 
Since it is not a study type that new students are familiar 
with, the guideline provides a step by step approach by 
giving examples and by anticipating the problems that the 
new researchers may face.” 

6. LIMITATIONS AND THREATS TO 
VALIDITY  
In this section, we discuss potential threats to the validity of our 
study and steps we have taken to minimize or mitigate them. The 
threats are discussed in the context of the four types of threats to 
validity based on a standard checklist for threats to validity 
presented in [50]: internal validity, construct validity, conclusion 
validity and external validity. 

Internal validity: Internal validity is a property of scientific 
studies which reflects the extent to which a causal conclusion 
based on a study and the extracted data is warranted [50]. A threat 
to internal validity in this study lies in the selection bias (i.e., 
randomness of the SLR studies included in our pool of objects 
under study). As discussed in Section 3.2, we extracted and 
synthesized the challenges and guidelines from 16 SLR studies 
from the experience history of both the authors, conducted with 
various colleagues, in different years and topics. Thus, we believe 
we have minimized the internal validity. 

Construct validity: Construct validity is concerned with the extent 
to which the objects of study truly represents theory behind the 
study [50]. In other words, the issue relates to whether we actually 
assessed and addressed the challenges in the data extraction phase 
of SLR studies. As a guideline paper similar to [1, 10, 12, 28], we 
synthesized the challenges and the corresponding solutions 
(guidelines) that we have found useful in our set of SLRs studies. 
In each step of the study, we ensured that the objects of study and 
discussions represented the theory behind the study. 

Conclusion validity: Conclusion validity of a study deals with 
whether correct conclusions are reached through rigorous and 
repeatable treatment [50]. As discussed in Section 3.3, we utilized 
qualitative data analysis (grounded theory) [35] to ensure the rigor 
and repeatability of our study. To consolidate the challenges and 
the corresponding solutions (guidelines), we considered two 
inputs: (1) the pool of 16 SLR studies as per our experience, (2) a 
review of challenges and guidelines in the existing literature 
(Section 2.3).  

External validity: External validity is concerned with the extent to 
which the results of this study can be generalized [50]. As 
discussed in conclusion validity, our data are from the existing 
literature and the reasonable sample size (16 SLRs). Thus, we 
believe that external validity is warranted to a reasonable extent. 

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
As a ‘guideline’ paper, this paper contributed a synthesized list of 
challenges usually faced during SLRs’ data extraction phase and 
the corresponding solutions (guidelines), synthesized from two 
sources: (1) the pool of 16 SLR studies in which the authors have 
been involved in, (2) a review of challenges and guidelines in the 
existing literature. Our experience in utilizing these guidelines has 
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helped our junior colleagues to conduct data extractions more 
effectively and efficiently. Our directions of future work include 
to refine and further evaluate the guidelines (e.g., by experiments 
comparing results of different treatments), and to provide tool 
support (e.g., written or online checklists) based on the guidelines. 
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